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☺CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS ☺
Long term EVS:

THEATER AND MEDIA EDUCATION
Application deadline: 24/09/2017
Application procedure: send CV and motivation letter to
info@malomszinhaz.hu
Selection procedure: skype interview
Dates of project: 01/02/2018 - 31/01/2019
Where: Jászberény, Hungary
Who: Three enthusiastic volunteers between 18-30, who are eager to implement their creativity on their own.
Coordinating and hosting organization: Foundation for New Theatre, Jászberény (Hungary)

THE ORGANIZATION
The Új Színházért Alapítvány (Foundation for New Theater) manages
the Malom Film-Theater ( www.malomszinhaz.hu ), established in 2009.
It is a host theater which invites national and international theater groups
to perform with an average number of 8-9 performances per month. The
organization owns a building in the heart of the town, which includes a
room for the performances: stage and audience section with the capacity
of 90 seats, appropriate light and sound system. There is a separate
training room and a community room.

Besides the hosting activity, our organization has always put emphasis on
theatre education. Since 2013 we provide drama and non-formal
education for the youngsters of the area. The workshops are led in
English by our international volunteers.

APLICABLE PLACEMENTS
1. Drama and/or Non-Formal Education tutor (number of volunteers needed: 2)
2. Media and documentation maker and tutor (number of volunteers needed: 1)

DRAMA AND/OR NON-FORMAL EDUCATION TUTOR
In 2013 drama and non-formal education courses started with weekly frequency throughout the whole school-year. Year by year we
keep on developing our classes with the help of the volunteers. At the moment (2017), there are 6 groups with an approximate
number of 80 participants. Children and teenagers are around 5-18 years old. Groups are arranged according to age.
Volunteers’ Role:
The role of the volunteers is to come up with and implement
drama and non-formal educational workshops for the groups
in the theatre and in the different shools. The structure of
these workshops is totally up to the volunteers. Our staff can
provide all the help and mentorship for the classes, and of
course, we will support you and give you advice when you
prepare your workshops.
The volunteers can work together with her/his partner, or do
their workshops on their own. The ideal volunteer has at least
some experiences in drama and non-formal or art-education,
is able to fluently communicate in English, has a positive
attitude and is enthusiastic about any kind of art.
Number of volunteers needed: 2

MEDIA AND DOCUMENTATION MAKER AND TUTOR
The role for the media and documentation volunteer is to provide
media tools, such as photos, videos for the theatre about the
workshops and performances or other happenings around the
theatre’s life. Besides the documentation, a weekly workshop will
be also among the duties of the chosen volunteer. The workshop
will be in English. We can provide basic tools (camera, computer,
etc.) although the volunteer can do workshops using only mobile
phones, tablets or other daily used technical equipments.
Collaboration with the other volunteers is also expected. There
are many possibilities to connect drama, theatre and media. The
volunteers can arrange to make short videos or other things with
the participation of the youngsters. The ideal volunteer needs to
be creative, experienced in photo/video, have good
communicational skills, be able to give instructions to the
participants from the preparation until the final cuts. Having their
own equipment is an advantage, but it isn’t a must.
Number of volunteers needed for this position: 1

PERSONAL PROJECT

The purpose of a personal project is to offer
space for development of volunteer oriented
to realizing individual learning goals,
Furthermore, if any volunteer has interest in
doing their own project (a performance,
show, workshop) in their free time, our staff
can give them all the necessary instruments
and help. The theatre building is available for
the volunteers 7/24 as well.
We also expect that personal projects will
bring a new dimension to implemented
activities and promote cross-cultural learning
and exchange between volunteers and
beneficiaries who are in large culturally
homogeneous group.
All methodologies used will promote active participation, learning by doing, non-formal and informal education.
HUNGARIAN LESSONS
The language of the programme is English, but we can provide
Hungarian language training for our volunteers on request.
ACCOMMODATION
All the three volunteers will be accommodated in a four-roomed
detached house, which is situated in a quiet neighbourhood. Besides the
bedrooms there is a shared living room, kitchen, bathroom in the
building. There is a sauna in a separate building and an oven in the
garden that can also be used.
PROJECT PLACE: JÁSZBERÉNY
Jászberény is situated in the Észak-Alföld region, Jász-Nagykun-Szolnok
county, and it lies in the centre of the Jászság region. The population of the
town is about 27.000, and it lies 80 km away from Budapest, the capital of
Hungary. Jászberény has a university, a zoo, library, different dance groups
and some sport fcilities as well.
HTTP://EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG/WIKI/J%C3%A1SZBER%C3%A9NY
COSTS
Costs of travel, accommodation, food, local transportation, language course and activities will be covered by coordinating
organization. The participants will receive fixed monthly allowance or pocket money. Volunteers will be registered for health
insurance provided by European Commission.

WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO YOUR APPLICATIONS!

